Gas-Surface Interactions in Low-Earth Orbit
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Abstract. When the space age began, some aerodynamicists expected that the surfaces of spacecraft would be cleaned by desorption in the high vacuum of space; while others, familiar with experiments on engineering surfaces, believed that satellite surfaces would be contaminated. During subsequent decades, satellite evidence has accumulated, showing that surfaces in low-Earth orbit are contaminated by adsorbed atomic oxygen and its reaction products. These contaminants cause accommodation coefficients to be high, and the angular distribution of reemitted molecules to be nearly diffuse. These surface conditions must be considered in calculating satellite drag coefficients in free-molecular flow. We describe the experimental and theoretical developments which have led to these conclusions.
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INTRODUCTION: EARLY LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

During the First World War, Irving Langmuir [1] demonstrated that ordinary surfaces are not clean, but are coated with gases and liquids. He improved the methods of cleaning surfaces, and developed a model of adsorption. Then in the 1930s, J. K. Roberts [2] improved Langmuir’s methods of cleaning surfaces, and made the first measurements of energy accommodation coefficients on truly clean surfaces. The energy accommodation coefficient (AC) is defined as the ratio \((E_i - E_r) / (E_i - E_w)\). Here \(E_i\) is the kinetic energy of the incoming particles relative to the surface, \(E_r\) is the kinetic energy of those reemitted from the surface after collision, and \(E_w\) is the kinetic energy the reemitted particles would have if they left the surface at the temperature of the surface (wall).

Roberts showed that freshly cleaned surfaces have low accommodation coefficients, but that they rise to high values during several hours, as contaminants collect on the surfaces, even in a high-vacuum system. After the Second World War, research on energy accommodation on clean and dirty surfaces flourished [3, 4]: The typical laboratory experiment showed that incident molecules are reflected from contaminated surfaces with a high AC in a diffuse angular distribution. With sufficient effort, experimenters could produce clean surfaces. On such surfaces, the ACs usually were much lower and the angular distributions quasispecular in most cases. (Only a few of these measurements were made with incident energies of 2 to 10 eV, which are typical of satellite collisions with air molecules in low-Earth orbit.)

Lloyd Thomas, the dean of American molecular-beam experimenters, writing in [4], showed that various high-vacuum experimenters had measured ACs of gases on tungsten ranging from 0.02 to 1.0. He attributed much of this variation to differences in the quantity and species of the contaminants in the various vacuum systems. Thomas, his students, and numerous colleagues performed many experiments that showed the dependence of AC on surface material, surface contamination, surface temperature, and the mass of the incoming molecule [3, 4]. (Spacecraft temperatures are kept near 300 K so that the electronics inside will function properly.) Busby and Trilling commented in [3] that the accommodation coefficient of a gas on a particular clean surface is approximately half of that of the same gas on the contaminated surface.

In 1981, Thomas summarized 40 years of laboratory measurements of accommodation at the University of Missouri [5]. Experimental laboratory measurements continued to accumulate, and in 1990, Brundle and Broughton published 350 pages in [6] on the interaction of oxygen with clean metal surfaces. We have learned much about adsorption and energy accommodation from laboratory measurements. However, we cannot apply laboratory measurements directly to surfaces in space because the AC depends on the amount of atomic oxygen adsorbed on the surface as well as other factors: Atomic oxygen, a principal constituent of the thermosphere, absorbs on nearly
any surface [7, 8], and specifically on spacecraft materials [9-17]. Oxygen also reacts chemically with many spaceborne materials [12-16].

MEASUREMENTS IN SPACE

When the space age began, rocket and satellite measurements showed how gas-surface interactions occur on surfaces and within instruments in space. Atmospheric measurements by rocket-borne pressure gauges disagreed with theory, so the pressure gauges were spun to separate outgassing from the density measurement [18]. A similar difficulty was encountered when pressure gauges were flown on satellites [19]. The densities measured by the gauge disagreed with those derived from orbital drag observations. Outgassing should have ended after a few days in orbit. The continued disagreement was finally resolved by adding terms representing adsorption and desorption to the differential equation governing the density measurement [9-11]. The theoretical pressure history without adsorption for one spin cycle of the Redhead gauge on Explorer 17 is compared with the measured pressure in Fig. 1a. The influx, efflux, desorption, and adsorption in the gauge are shown in Fig. 1b, along with their time integral, which is the pressure history. The pressure history which would have been measured if there had been no adsorption or desorption is also shown dashed. Fig. 1 demonstrates that adsorption and desorption occur in space-borne instruments.

Much of the adsorption measured in orbit involves atomic oxygen. Hedin, et al. [12] showed in Fig. 2 how the surface coverage of atomic oxygen (adsorbed on the interior walls of the mass spectrometer on OGO-6) varied as the satellite flew down to perigee, then back up to apogee. At its perigee of 400 km, about 5% of a monolayer of atomic oxygen was adsorbed on the interior walls of the mass spectrometer. This agrees with laboratory experiments which have shown that atomic oxygen adsorbs on many surfaces [7, 8, 17]. The realization that atomic oxygen reacts chemically within spaceborne instruments has led to improvements in measurements of upper atmospheric composition [20].

FIGURE 1A, 1B. The pressure history during one spin cycle of the Redhead gauge on Explorer 17 (after Newton, et al.) is shown in 1a. The physical processes contributing to the gauge pressure are shown in Fig. 1b. The time integral of these processes is the pressure at the bottom (solid line). The dashed line is the pressure history that would have transpired if there had been no adsorption.

FIGURE 2. The surface coverage of atomic oxygen (adsorbed on the interior walls of the mass spectrometer on OGO-6) varied as the satellite flew down to perigee, then back up to apogee. At its perigee of 400 km, about 5% of a monolayer of atomic oxygen was adsorbed on the interior walls of the mass spectrometer. This agrees with laboratory experiments which have shown that atomic oxygen adsorbs on many surfaces [7, 8, 17]. The realization that atomic oxygen reacts chemically within spaceborne instruments has led to improvements in measurements of upper atmospheric composition [20].
In the meanwhile, Gregory and Peters [14] measured the angular distribution of oxygen atoms scattered off a carbon surface at 225 km on Space Shuttle flight STS-8. They interpreted the measurements to show “a high degree of accommodation characterized by (angular) distributions approaching the cosine”. This is different from laboratory measurements on clean surfaces, which usually observe lower accommodation and quasispecular angular distributions.

The conclusions of Gregory and Peters’ Space Shuttle experiment are further supported by the existence of “spacecraft glow” which appears on the forward facing surfaces of spacecraft. Much of the energy of collision is dissipated in the form of optical radiation from excited molecules on the spacecraft surface, and from other excited molecules as they flow away from the surface. Yee et al. [21] demonstrated that the energy emitted optically is of the same order of magnitude as the energy of collision.

**DRAG COEFFICIENTS**

When satellites began to fly, scientists had the opportunity to deduce atmospheric densities from the observed orbital decay. To achieve that goal, they had to know the characteristics of gas-surface interactions in orbit to determine the appropriate drag coefficient. Some scientists believed that satellite surfaces were cleaned by desorption caused by the low air density, while others believed that satellite surfaces were contaminated like most engineering surfaces. The gas-surface interaction model of Sentman [22] assumed that the reemission is completely diffuse, so it was based on the assumption that satellite surfaces are contaminated. The gas-surface interaction model of Schamberg was more general, allowing for reemission covering the full range from diffuse to quasispecular [23, 24]. Both models are still employed by some analysts to calculate drag coefficients.

At the beginning of the space age, many different drag coefficients were used by scientists who wanted to deduce atmospheric density from orbital decay [25], which provides only relative densities. These workers often adopted a fixed value of drag coefficient, such as 2.0 or 2.2. This was a sensible procedure because neither drag coefficients nor accommodation coefficients had been measured in orbit at that time. Drag coefficients were uncertain by 50 %, while thermospheric air densities varied with latitude, longitude, altitude, and solar activity by several orders of magnitude. In 1965 and 1966, both M. N. Izakov [26] and Graham Cook [27, 28] studied laboratory measurements of energy accommodation, and concluded that 2.2 would be a good average number to adopt as the standard drag coefficient. After Desmond King-Hele and Luigi Jacchia accepted this value, it was generally adopted by people who worked with orbital decay and accelerometer measurements of density. A constant drag coefficient of 2.2 simplified the development of thermospheric models. It is still widely used (particularly for spacecraft of compact shapes).

In the late 1960s a new method of separating the air density from the drag coefficient became available, with the analysis of the spin decay and orbital decay of paddlewheel satellites [29-32]. This method made use of the unpublished theoretical analysis of the spin decay of the first paddlewheel satellite, Explorer 6, which was performed by Leon and Reiter in 1959, before the satellite was launched. The analysis and the flight results were presented by Reiter and Moe at the 6th Rarefied Gas Dynamics Symposium [3] and in [29]. These were the first measurements of absolute thermospheric densities. An independent analysis of the Explorer 6 measurements by
Calculations based on models of drag coefficient and on experiments with long, attitude-controlled satellites demonstrated that satellites of different shapes have differing drag coefficients [35-37]. This had already been observed when long cylindrical reconnaissance satellites flew in the 1960s. Unfortunately, the reconnaissance satellites were classified, so these results were unknown to the general scientific community until the data were declassified in 1971 [38], and little publicized thereafter. The comparison of the reconnaissance satellite data with density models based on measurements by satellites of compact shapes also showed that Sentman’s drag coefficient model was accurate near 200 km [39]. This suggested that reemission is diffuse at this altitude. In the same paper [39], an alternative calculation used Schamberg’s model to calculate drag coefficients assuming a quasispecular angular distribution of reflected molecules near 200 km. This calculation produced a 70 % disagreement between modeled drag and measured drag of the long cylindrical satellites. We conclude that reemission is diffuse near 200 km altitude, even near grazing incidence on the sides of long cylindrical satellites which fly like an arrow [39].

In the laboratory measurements on clean surfaces, Trilling [p. 410 in 4] and Thomas in [40] showed that the AC usually depends strongly on the surface material. In contrast, laboratory experiments had shown that the accommodation coefficients of various gases on contaminated metal surfaces are almost independent of the metal used [41, 42]. To see whether the same thing held true in space, we studied NASA’s ODERACS experiment, which flew half a dozen spheres with different surface materials and surface treatments [43]. The result was that the average drag coefficients of pairs of rough aluminum and smooth chrome spheres differed by only 1% at 200 km, and 4 % at 340 km [44]. Tan and Badhwar had also found similar results, using the first month of ODERACS data [45]. We concluded that the drag coefficients (and accommodation coefficients) of satellites in low-Earth orbit are nearly independent of the substrate material. We believe that this insensitivity is caused by the adsorption of atomic oxygen and its reaction products on the satellites’ exterior surfaces, which shields the surfaces from direct contact. Van der Waals forces extend the influence of the adsorbed molecules out to several molecular diameters [F. P. Bowden in Reference 4].

The initial perigee height of the ODERACS spheres was only about 340 km, so there was the question of whether satellites at much higher altitudes would have enough surface contamination to cause diffuse reemission. Further study [44] utilizing Calspheres 3, 4, and 5 (launched together into a circular orbit at 775 km) led to the conclusion that the lifetimes were consistent with the assumption of diffuse reemission but inconsistent with the assumption of quasispecular reemission. (Pardini et al. [46] later measured the drag coefficients of all three Calspheres at 500 km to be 2.31 when diffuse reemission was assumed.)

The fact that reemission is diffuse, even at grazing incidence in low-Earth orbit, reduces the uncertainty in planning the CLIPPER [47] and SLATS [48] spacecraft experiments. If these spacecraft are flown near solar maximum, the accommodation coefficients measured by Pardini, et al. [46] will be appropriate. If flown at times of lower solar activity, the accommodation coefficients provided in [37] can be used. For several simple shapes, the drag coefficients appropriate to accommodation coefficients from 1.00 to 0.90 are provided in [37].

It is important to emphasize that the accommodation coefficients in low-Earth orbit given in Table 1 were measured at times of low solar activity. Therefore, they do not apply near sunspot maximum, when the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>Perigee, km</th>
<th>Orbital eccentricity</th>
<th>Accommodation coefficient</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S3-1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.99-1.00</td>
<td>Ching et al. (1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proton 2</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Beletsky (1970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel 2</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>Imbro et al. (1975)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorer 6</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>Moe (1966)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorer 6</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Karr (1969)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Atomic oxygen, a principal constituent of the thermosphere, adsorbs on satellite surfaces in low-Earth orbit, and causes the incident air molecules to be diffusely reemitted with high energy accommodation. For this reason, satellite drag coefficients should be calculated from energy accommodation coefficients measured in orbit, rather than from those measured in laboratory experiments, which cannot duplicate orbital conditions. This quest for realistic energy accommodation coefficients and the consequent improvements in satellite drag coefficients will contribute to the measurement and modeling of the Earth’s high atmosphere.
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